Cloud
Computing

Orchestrating a Winning Cloud

Cloud Computing is a Game-Changer
Today, there is an ever-increasing number of companies exploring and
buying Everything-as-a-Service (XaaS) – from applications to computing
solutions, storage and networking power from the Cloud. But the reality
is Cloud is not applicable in the same way for every organisation. It has
become increasingly important for CIOs to plan and set their own Cloud
vision and strategy to foster operational excellence and cost efﬁ ciencies.
Cloud Computing is here to stay as companies are looking at new
priorities arising from paradigm shifts in the business landscape. The
uncertainty of economy, shortage of space and power, new emphasis
on green technology, intensifying competition and a more demanding
customer base all point to cloud computing as the next game-changer in
IT.

NCS Approach - Cloud Computing Aggregator,
Integrator and Enabler
There are many considerations for Cloud Computing transformation and
the complexity of these issues very often impedes the implementation
of cloud services if not addressed in the early phases of cloud strategy
development and design. For any organisation to determine its own
cloud roadmap and adoption, a clear understanding and resolution of
the following considerations has to be attained.
1. Is Cloud Computing for your organisation?
2. Is your organisation ready for Cloud Computing?
3. Which type of Cloud (Private, Public or Hybrid) is suitable?
4. How can my organisation get on-board Cloud Computing?
5. What does it mean to the organisation in due course?

CONSIDERATIONS
Is Cloud Computing answer to my IT challenges?
Is my organisation ready for cloud?
Private, Hybrid or Public Cloud?
How do I develop a Cloud adoption roadmap?
What is the business impact for my organisation?

SOLUTIONS
Consultancy: Cloud readiness assessment,
strategy formulation
Service Integration: Integrate internal and external
cloud services
Cloud Application Development: Develop and
implement custom applications
Cloud Enablement: Develop and implement cloud
services

BENEFITS
Seamless integration to choice cloud
Business agility for faster go-to-market
Synergised roadmap for Cloud adoption
Cost optimisation: Transform Capex to Opex
Secure and scalable cloud environment

NCS understands the key considerations and our solutions
are developed to help ensure successful cloud adoption, from
Consulting to Services Integration, Application Development,
and a valuable portfolio of Cloud Enablement services. As a
proﬁcient aggregator, integrator and enabler in Cloud
computing, NCS provides an efﬁcient, secure and scalable
cloud eco-system for organisations.

Orchestrating to bring out the distinguished beneﬁts of different
ensembles of Cloud Computing, enterprises can adopt their
choice cloud solutions through cloud-to-cloud federation
and integration services in a controlled and manageable
environment.

Enabling a seamless Cloud Adoption Life Cycle through: Design, Build and Operation

Cloud Implementation: Service
Integration, Application Development

Cloud Consultancy

Assess the suitability and
readiness of Cloud adoption
Deﬁne and design the
enterprise cloud computing
strategy
Deﬁne the holistic change
management plan and
measurement criteria

Design

Build

Operate
Cloud Enablement

Offer private/ public/ XaaS services
Provide cloud-to-cloud connectivity
Deliver aggregated information by
leveraging on different services/
cloud offerings

Integrate backend applications to Cloud
services
Develop custom Cloud-based
applications.
Migration & Service Integration with
NCS SaaSConnect.
SaaSConnect is a platform that enables,
connects and aggregates cloud services,
made available to users using web
interfaces. It is designed to:

Jump-start your cloud journey, by
enabling and connecting to SaaS
providers
Allow single sign-on for a seamless
user experience, while connecting to
different services
Contain sensitive information onpremise while leveraging on service by
external cloud providers
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